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7 years ago



Decision

 Start move to topic-based authoring

 Drivers:
• Enable Online Help alongside pdf user manuals
• Material relevant to several products could be single-sourced
• Possible need for translation into multiple languages



A good topic is

“Self-contained”

“maximise reuse”

“smallest unit but not a fragment” 

“standalone communication”

Mike Hamilton (yesterday)



First topics

Topic: Your UI options

Topic: How to use web interface

Topic: First steps

Also used for in box
Quick Start guide



Schoolboy errors
 Self-contained = comprehensive

 Too much text

 Too many caveats - repeating

 Section = topic

 Too much background knowledge expected

 Not enough attention to order …still expecting user to read the whole topic

 Links to related material at the bottom
Avoids breaking flow - but likely to be ignored

 Topics with steps/subsections
Too much at once - should be several topics



Today’s thesis

 Topic-based authoring produces material 
that teenagers would be prepared to read

Intuitive search
Concise and speedy help
Not too much reading



A good topic
1. Speak their language
2. Hide the vegetables
3. Safety first
4. Step by step
5. Big picture
6. Reward

Bant

1…
2…
3…

Topic for a teenager



1 Speak their language
 Put all the effort you would have put into 

an index into topic titles
 Match real user needs and expressions
 Think search terms

Legit
Fleek

Bant

The SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT Menu Update software

Connect to an Inmarsat 
satellite terminal

Use with Satellite Modems



2 Hide the vegetables
 A way around too much text

 dropdown extra topics or
 include links to other topics

 Draw them in bit by bit

Step 2 [OPTIONAL] Learn more about the Wi-Fi network
Wi-Fi signal strength indicated by the Wi-Fi icon near the top of 
the home page. Touch this icon to see brief details, such as 
name of network. There is more information about how to read 
these icons on page 10.

More than half an A4 
page of inset text



3 Safety first
1. Don’t take the cover off the unit
2. Because contact with the card might burn you
3. If it has been powered and running for a few minutes

WARNING: Opening the unit will invalidate the warranty. 
There are no user serviceable parts. Opening the unit should 
be performed by authorised agents only. The unit contains, 
uses and may generate hazardous voltages. 

WARNING: Do not open the unit. The unit contains, uses and may 
generate hazardous voltages. Opening the unit will invalidate the 
warranty. There are no user serviceable parts. In the event of 
failure, the unit should be returned to the factory.



4 Step by step
 Only what is needed to deliver the topic 

title
 If it looks too complex consider whether the 

topic could sensibly be split

 Concise
 Standard Technical English rules

 http://www.asd-ste100.org

1…
2…
3…

Modem1 recovers the clock from the satellite. On the “Change, Rx, Buffer/Clocking” 
menu, the RX clock should be set to “SATELLITE” which will disable the Doppler 
buffer and output the RX clock on the “RT” clock pair. On the “Change, Tx, Clocking” 
menu, the TX clock should be set to “TX CLOCK IN” so as to accept the TT clock back 
in from the V200.

Step 1: Open the Clocking menu
Step 2: Set the parameter RX 
CLOCK to SATELLITE

http://www.asd-ste100.org/


5 The Big picture
 Always include a visual

 Reassurance
 Alternative to words

 Don’t forget this may be all they look at



6 Reward attention
 Add to their knowledge for next time

Note: PACE+ operates between two OPUS Nodes. PACE+ must be enabled 
on both of those OPUS Nodes for it to optimize and accelerate traffic 
between them. 

If you need to see aggregated statistics on all tunnels view the 
Secure > Statistics submenu. 

There is another section on Radio Relay modes which will talk you 
through all of the options for connecting different radio types. 



Order in a “how to” topic
2. Option to divert immediately to background 
topic, if terms in task header made no sense
3. Pre-requisites, if you don’t have this 
you cannot take next steps, divert

1. Common user need as task title
Bant

4. How to do it 1…
2…
3…

6. Troubleshooting, If it is still not working
what else could be wrong?

5. A visual to reassure you are in the right area



Order in a “concept” topic 1. Common user need as task title
Bant

5. A visual to reassure you are in the right area

2. Early option to divert to background topic, if 
terms make no sense

4. How it works
1…
2…
3…



A good topic
1. Speak their language
2. Hide the vegetables
3. Safety first
4. Step by step
5. Big picture
6. Reward

Bant

1…
2…
3…

Topic for a teenager



Your reward
Book recommendation

 “Design for how people learn” by Julie Dirksen

Credits
Drawings from www.thenounproject.com

• Cave painting by Luke Anthony Firth
• Computer drawing by Becris
• Carrot by Ricardo Moreira
• Button press by Prerak Patel
• Present by Yasiminvisible

My Contact Details:

Alison Turner
Technical Author and IMS Manager
Cubic Mission Solutions
Alison.Turner@vocality.com

http://www.thenounproject.com/
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